
BM02 OEM manufacturer helmet, a full set of test
certificates,Chinese helmet manufacturers

China specializing in sports helmet manufacturers
Aurora

The advantage of this bicycle helmets:
1. Super lightweight, well-ventilated area.
2. In the course of the 3-D duct design, design rides, the drag coefficient is very small, people wear
more cool.
3. The mobile edge: block off the sun and rain when riding.
4. In-Mold Technology: seamless shock when a helmet, full helmet, uniform force.
5. High quality PC shell.
6. Black EPS material is imported from the United States.
7. The bicycle accessories: adjustable quick-release buckle chin strap; Cool and comfortable pad.
8. Certification: CE-CPSC - ASTM-AS / NZS-TUV-EN1078 is certified for impact protection.

AU-BM02 high quality new helmet Bicycle helmets With
CE, CPSC approved.

Product Features
1. PC will increase rapidly thickened shell protection.
2. The high-density gray EPS material, light weight, impact resistance, and provides a reliable
protection.
Buckle adjustment seems, PA webbing, cleaning pad 3.
4. The lining pad is equipped with a hot-press technology.
D capabilities, we have 5 independent R & amp; And A, a direct helmet manufacturers. 
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Product Details

 Goods Characteristic Select

1. Product
Name

Bicycle
helmets,
bicycle
helmets

 Casual wear helmets, bicycle helmets, bicycle helmets,
mountain bike helmet, helmet China supplier

Can 2.Model AU-BM02  

3. Materials  PC + EPS 
 Adjustment, the chin strap and nylon molding technology ITW
and gray material, EPS + PC is buckle.EPS of the inmould
Helmets, adjustable chin strap buckle release withquick; Rear
lock adjustment; Nice comfortable pad

 4.Visor  Removable
visor  Block the sun when riding a non-blocking

5.Color Any pantone
color Any pantone color

6.Size  L (54-60 CM) Standard adult size 

7.Logo
stickerPrinting,
watermarks,
heat transfer,
and so on.

 

8. MOQ  500 PCS  Each color less than 300PCS

9. cardboard Size73 * 58 *
35CM

10.Packing  12PCS / CTN Master CTN 10PCS
11.Price
period  FOB  

12.Shipping
way

By sea or
airexpres  

 (13)
Payment 

PaypalT / T,
Western
Union, L / C

 

14.Sample
time 4 to 7  We after receiving the sample information

15.Production
lead time   20 to 30  After checking yakro Alsoaccording pre-production samples

and Quantity
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